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Abstract

Humans are growing older which presents challenges for the health care system. One
solution for allowing individuals to continue living in their home, despite age related dif-
ficulties, is a sensor based surveillance system. These systems can monitor a number of
parameters, for example motion or temperature. If certain limits are exceeded the sys-
tem can notify family members or health care services. The aim of this project was to
build a prototype of such a system which also had to be cheap and easy to install and
maintain. The final prototype consists of a motion detection sensor in the bathroom, a
temperature sensor around the kitchen stove and a temperature sensor for measurement
of ambient room temperature. Each sensor is connected to its own Arduino and they are
all programmed with different limits. The sensors communicate wirelessly with a central
hub through the communication protocol LoRa. Once the central hub, which consists of
a Raspberry Pi, receives a LoRa signal it sends an email to a chosen address.

Keywords: Elderly Care, Monitoring, LoRa, Sensors, Arduino, Raspberry Pi
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Sammanfattning

Människor blir allt äldre vilket är en utmaning för sjukvården. En lösning som tillåter
individer att fortsätta bo i sina hem, trots åldersrelaterade svårigheter, är ett sensorba-
serat övervakningssystem. Sådana system kan övervaka ett flertal parametrar, exemåelvis
rörelse eller temperatur. Om vissa gränser överskrids kan systemet underrätta anhöriga
eller hemtjänsten. Syftet med det här projektet var att bygga en prototyp av ett sådant
system, som även skulle vara billig och enkel att installera och underhålla. Den slutgiltiga
prototypen består av en rörelsedetektor i badrummet, en temperatursensor vid köksspisen
och en sensor som mäter den omgivande temperaturen i ett rum. Varje sensor är kopp-
lad till en egen Arduino och de är alla programmerade med olika gränsvärden. Sensorerna
kommunicerar trådlöst med en centralenhet genom kommunikationsprotokollet LoRa. När
centralenheten, som består av en Raspberry Pi, tar upp en LoRa-signal skickar den ett
email till en vald adress.

Nyckelord: Äldreomsorg, Övervakning, LoRa, Sensorer, Arduino, Raspberry Pi
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1. Introduction
Humans are growing older and are reaching higher ages, causing the global population
over the age of 60 to increase at an approximate rate of three percent annually. The
aging of the human population stems from a combination of increased life expectancy
and declining fertility, which in turn leads to a proportionally older population [1]. As
the population ages, new challenges emerge and one such challenge is the health care
system, which has to be able to handle the transformation. There are several health-
related issues which are more common among the elderly and the health care services will
need to manage these more frequently. Just a few examples of conditions which are more
common among the elderly are osteoarthritis, dementia, diabetes and hearing loss [2].

Different solutions and applications of homecare are frequently discussed, and the need
to unburden the caregiving institutions is becoming a fact recognized worldwide [3]. A
vast majority of industrialized countries have experienced an increase in life expectancy.
This is the primary factor to the over-representation and increase of emergency admissions
of people aged 60 and over [1]. However, the life expectancy and the capacity of hospitals
and other caregiving institutions are not growing at the same rate. This results in an
ever-growing problem of allocation of resources. One major problem is the occupation of
beds in these institutions by patients who have no need for them, whose needs could be
met at home or in other less acute care-giving institutions [3].

Most people prefer to continue living in their home for as long as possible. The
Swedish social services is therefore oriented towards elderly continuing to live in their
home, but with the necessary support [4]. Home care allows this even though the patient
might have various illnesses or difficulties. However, one important factor for it to work
is surveillance or monitoring of vital parameters and/or behaviours. That is to make sure
that the patient receives attention or care when in need. Exactly which parameters or
behaviours that should be monitored depends on the patient and their needs. Nevertheless,
the information which is gathered through the monitoring system is always found through
the use of sensors. For example, information about a patient’s vital parameters are usually
found through sensors in direct contact with the patient. ECG, blood pressure and blood
sugar level are common examples. However, information can also be gathered in less direct
or active ways, meaning that the sensors do not need to be in contact with the patient.
In that manner, the patient does not have to do anything specific, such as putting on
the sensor. One example of passive monitoring is motion detection which is useful for
observing whether a patient is active and if they have been in a certain area, such as the
bathroom. Indoor-environmental factors, such as temperature and humidity, can also be
monitored. These types of measurements can indicate if the stove has been left on or a
window has been left open too long. It is these kinds of passive monitoring systems which
this project currently focuses on.

The use of a sensor-based surveillance systems which monitor various behaviours and
parameters is thus one proposed method which the health care services can use to handle
the challenge of an aging population [5]. There are various kinds of surveillance systems
available on the market, however, these systems can be too complex [6], to work properly
as well as costly [7]. This is a problem which many caregivers are aware of. Because of
this, Enköping Municipality and the IT-company OnedotZero initiated this project and
with purpose of designing a simple and cheap surveillance system, which also had to be
easy to understand and install.
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1.1 Aim

The aim of this project was to develop a prototype of a device to be used for the monitoring
of normal behaviour at home as well as indoor environmental factors. In addition, the
device had to consist of cheap sensors and other electrical components available either in
online or physical retail stores for consumer electronics.

1.2 Limitations

Many different factors would have to be monitored in order to accomplish a complete
surveillance system. This project is limited to a small number of sensors that are cheap
and easily accessed on the market.
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2. Background
The background information is divided into two parts. The first part explains the aging of
the human population and thus the necessity of products such as the device constructed
through this project. The second part concerns the technological aspect of the prototype.

2.1 The Aging Population

In the early 19th century, the life expectancy at birth was a third of what it is today [8].
However, the following era saw a drastic rise in life expectancy. Some reasons for this
phenomenon was continuous improvements in sanitary and living conditions, economic
stability and equality between classes. A synonym for the aging of the population is
health transition. This transition is described as a continuous process in stages where
every stage has its momentous factors that cause positive changes [8]. The industrial
revolution starting in the 18th century was one such process and the invention of vaccine
was one of its momentous factors.

According to the central bureau for statistics in Sweden, SCB, the life expectancy
for males and females at birth in 2018 was a little over 80 and 84 years respectively [9].
Although Sweden has fallen behind with the life expectancy in comparison with other
countries - it still has one of the highest [10].

Weakening of the immune system is a natural part of aging. Common diseases can thus
be hard to treat or be life threatening to elders. Naturally, the same factor lies behind
the more frequent need of medical attention than in other age groups. A prolonged
hospitalization among elderly1 however, is related to inauspicious events that include
functionality losses and involves a higher mortality rate [11].

Notwithstanding the negative health effects a prolonged hospitalization has on geriatric
patients, 8 percent of all hospital beds are occupied by patients that do not need medical
attention [12]. The main factors behind this is non-functional or non-correlated home-care
as well as non-accessible home-care devices and the lack of specific tele-monitoring [12].

A rising life expectancy at the age of 65 implies larger cohorts of this age-group
occupying the hospital beds. A monitoring device would not only unburden the hospitals
both in terms of financial and space-utilization but could also result in a healthier society.

2.2 Technology

Designing a surveillance system intermittently includes handling sensors. Their purpose
is gathering data from the physical environment. This data has to be sent to a computer
or a microcontroller for interpretation. In this chapter, these technical components are
explained. Since the system had to have some kind of connection to the internet, it could
be counted as an IoT system, a concept which is also explained. In addition to this,
systems which already exist are mentioned to allow for comparison. Smart-home devices
which may be integrated into the device are also briefly explored.

1defined as >65 years in this research paper
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2.2.1 Internet of Things
IoT stands for Internet of Things and is a term describing systems which often combine
sensing, actuating and networking. This means that the system contains components
which communicate with each other or which are connected to the internet. In addition
to this, the systems gain information about their environment through sensors and then
do something based on that information [13]. These types of systems are often designed
for specific purposes or applications. Other essential characteristics of IoT systems are
low power consumption and high security [14]. The monitoring system which was built
during this project is thus an example of a simple IoT system.

2.2.2 Sensors
According to the online dictionary Merriam-Webster, the definition of the word sensor
is a device that responds to a physical stimulus (such as heat, light, sound, pressure,
magnetism, or a particular motion) and transmits a resulting impulse (as for measurement
or operating a control) [15].

As can be understood from the definition, there exists a wide variety of sensors. Sen-
sors can be found in many different electronic devices, especially those which are viewed
as smart. Since smart electronic devices, such as phones which contain many different
sensors, are becoming more popular the price of sensors is also decreasing. In any case,
sensors operate as an instrument for the input of external information. What the external
information actually is depends on the type of sensor [16].

One group of sensors which are useful for surveillance systems are called passive in-
frared sensors, usually shortened PIR. They are generally used for motion detection. PIRs
operate by discerning infrared radiation, specifically for a wavelength around 10µm, which
in turn is the wavelength connected to the normal body temperature of mammals. To
be able to discern the infrared radiation, a PIR sensor contains a pyroelectric detector
which has at least two elements [17]. The two elements have reverse polarities and are
located beside each other. If they detect the same level of changed infrared radiation, the
resulting signal will be zero. However, if one element detects a change in the level of IR
before the other element, a non-zero signal will be sent. To be more exact, the signal will
contain two pulses with reverse polarity and a delay between them. In addition to this,
a PIR sensor also has lenses which focuses one part of the sensors field of view onto the
pyroelectric detector, which allows for the sequential triggering of the elements [17].

Other types of sensors which could be useful for surveillance systems such as this
are sensors which measure temperature, either at a specific position or ambient room
temperature, accelerometers to detect accelerations which may occur during a fall, force
sensors in furniture such as beds or chairs and much more [18 - 20].

2.2.3 Arduino and Raspberry Pi
An Arduino is a microcontroller while a Raspberry Pi is a computer on its own. They
are both built on a single board, meaning that they are about the same size as a credit
card. One of the main differences between the two is that an Arduino does not have an
operating system while the Raspberry Pi does, for example Linux. Other differences are
that a Raspberry Pi has much more memory space available than an Arduino [18] and can
run several programs parallel while an Arduino can only run one, although in a continuous
loop [19]. A Raspberry Pi also contains the necessary hardware for easy connection to
the internet, while an Arduino usually needs an additional component, called shield, to
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add these types of features. This means that a Raspberry Pi can do much more than an
Arduino. Nevertheless, Arduinos are very good for handling electronics as they are very
easy to connect and control [18]. Arduinos are also known for being easy to get started
with, often described as plug and play, while the Raspberry Pi often requires more work
before a project can really get started [19].

It is possible, and quite common, to use a combination of a Raspberry Pi and an
Arduino in the same system [20]. For these types of systems, the Raspberry Pi acts as the
main control unit which is connected to the Arduino and giving it commands, meanwhile
the Arduino takes in information from the physical world [21].

2.2.4 Wireless Communication
To achieve smooth transfer of information between the sensors and the central hub, some
kind of wireless data communication was necessary. There are several different types of
wireless, radio frequency data communication technologies available on the market, each
of them with both strengths and weaknesses affecting their suitability [22]. Some of these
technologies are Wifi, Bluetooth, ZigBee and LoRa.

When choosing a wireless communication standard, a trade off between range, BW
and power has to be made. Two of these are always chosen on the expense of the third.
This is further explained below.

An extensive tele-monitoring device would require big amounts of data processing.
The device would be small and the distance over which the communication is operated
could vary extensively, depending on the user and the means of usage. The greater the
distance between the sensor and the hub, in other words the receiver of the data, the
more power is required for establishing and maintaining communication. Increasing the
power limits the battery life which is not optimal for maintenance of the device. It would
thus contradict the aim for this thesis. Furthermore, the larger the amount of data that is
being sent, the higher the BW. This is synonymous with a higher frequency which limits
the communication range. While the distance increases the risk of interfering objects
likewise increases. The only way to mitigate the risk of data-loss is to increase the BW
which, as mentioned, decreases the distance over which communication is possible.

The amount of data transmitted by this sensor-based monitoring system is low. How-
ever, when further development of the device is taken into consideration, the amount of
data becomes central for choosing a communication technology.

LoRa stands for Long Range which alone describes LoRa very well. The distance over
which the communication is possible is extended, compared to Wifi, and less power and
BW is required [23]. LoRa allows for long range - low power data transmission but on
the expense of the BW. Practically, this means that low BW data could be sent over long
distances but a video call, however, would be impossible. This makes LoRa very suitable
for implementing in IoT. To accommodate the data transfer rate to the communication
distance, the spreading factor (SF) has to be set. In LoRaWAN networks the SF ranges
from SF7 to SF12. Higher SF enables higher range but on the cost of the bit rates.

ZigBee is a very well represented communication protocol in home automation and
embedded sensing. It is simpler than other WPAN:s such as Wi-fi. Contrary to LoRa,
ZigBee is based on low power - low BW data transmission and thus has a limited range
over which data can be transmitted. The limit is 50 to 300 feet2, which, compared to
LoRas kilometer long range is very small [24].

215 to 100 meters
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The operating frequency does not enable ZigBee data transmission through walls with-
out a substantial risk of data loss or reduced BW, this, however, is not the case with
LoRa. Although ZigBee is a low power protocol LoRas power consumption is even lower
[25]. This means that LoRa has a better battery life.

As for the communication between the Raspberry Pi and the caregiver, that is, the
initiation of a Skype call, sending a text message or an email, LoRaťs low BW would
not allow that. Furthermore, LoRa only enables communication in the parameters of its
LPWAN. Wifi transmits in the Mbps order while the case for LoRa is kbps. Since this
device is not a part in a control system, latency does not have to be considered carefully.
Choosing LoRa as the wireless data transmission technology allows for an agile approach
on reaching the aim of this thesis and moreover, broadens the possibilities of further
development.

Table 1: Comparison of Wireless Communication Protocols
Data Rate Power Consumption Range Sequrity

LoRaWAN kbit/s Low 10km Basic 64-128 bit Encryption
ZigBee kbit/s Low 0.1km Basic Encryption
Wifi Mbit/s High 0.01km Low (WPA)

2.2.5 Existing Systems
As mentioned earlier, the idea of a sensor-based monitoring system which alerts family
members or caregivers of discrepancies already exists. Two companies which produce such
systems are TruSense [26] and Canary care [27]. However, TruSense is based in the US
and Canary Care in the UK. While Canary Care is supposed to be able to function in
any European country [28], there does not exist any information about either company
focusing any sales to markets outside their respective countries. In other words, it is
assumed that these systems do not exist in Sweden yet.

Another type of technology which exist and might be convenient to integrate into our
system are smart speakers such as Google Home [29] or smart home controllers such as
Homey by Athom [30]. These types of technologies are able to connect to various other
smart devices, which in this case could be the sensors, as well as phones and tablets. It
might therefore be possible to substitute the central hub from a Raspberry Pi to either
Google Home or Homey.
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3. Method
The method was divided into steps which were performed in the chronological order in
which they are presented.

3.1 Decisions: Technical Components and Factors to Monitor

It was decided that each sensor was to be connected to an individual Arduino (Arduino,
MKR WAN 1300) which gathered the information. The Arduinos would then send the
information wirelessly to the central hub, which would be a Raspberry Pi (Raspberri Pi,
3 mod. B). The technology for the wireless communication protocol was decided to be
LoRa. The Raspberry Pi would then be programmed to send some kind of notification,
for example initiate a Skype call, send an email or an sms. This process would happen
automatically.

Figure 1: Flowchart showing the original idea of how the communication should look

By observing which sensors that were cheap and easy to find on the market, it was
decided to monitor the following factors:

• Usage of lavatory with a PIR-type sensor

• Ambient room temperature

• Temperature around kitchen stove and oven

3.2 Building

The system consisted of three Arduino MKR WAN 1300, which contained a module for
LoRa connectivity. Each Arduino was connected to one sensor. Two were connected
to DS18B20 1-Wire Temperature sensors manufactured by Luxorparts. The DS18B20
temperature sensors had three pins: power, ground and data. The difference between the
two that were used was that one consisted of a waterproof cord with the sensor at the
end, while the other was smaller and could be connected directly to the Arduino. The
final sensor was a PIR sensor, specifically HC-SR501. For the central hub, a Raspberry
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Pi 3 Model B was used. To allow the Raspberry Pi to gather signals through LoRa, a
Raspberry Pi Lora/GPS HAT manufactured by Dragino was added to it. Some of these
components were available in physical stores and all of them could be ordered online.

Figure 2: Waterproof cord
DS18B20 Temperature Sen-
sor Figure 3: HC-SR501 PIR

sensor

Figure 4: Small DS18B20
Temperature Sensor

The wiring and programming of the temperature sensors were based on a tutorial,
which included code written by Rui Santos [31]. For it to work, the code libraries OneWire
and DallasTemperature were downloaded and applied in the final code. Both tempera-
ture sensors were connected to their respective Arduino using the same method, which
consisted of connecting the power supply pin of the sensor to the 5V pin in the Arduino,
connecting the ground pins to each other and connecting the data pin to pin number 2 in
the Arduino. There was also a 4.7 kΩ resistor connected between pin number 2 and the
power supply pin. The PIR sensor was connected in a similar fashion but with a 10 kΩ
resistor

To allow the Arduinos to use their LoRa modules, the Arduino IDE library LoRa made
by Sandeep Mistry was used [32]. However, for that library to work with the MKR WAN
1300 model, the internal firmware of the board had to be updated, which was done with
the MKRWANFWUpdate standalone program, which is part of the MKRWAN library
in the Arduino IDE. Once the library worked, the example LoRaSender was used as the
basis for further programming.

The code for the systems measuring temperature combined the LoRaSender example
and the libraries OneWire and DallasTemperature. The system measuring ambient room
temperature was programmed to alert if the temperature was below 15 ◦C for 5 minutes
and the system monitoring stove and oven temperature would signal if the temperature
exceeded 45 ◦C for 20 minutes or 100 ◦C for one minute. The system with the PIR
was programmed to alert if it had not detected movement for 8 hours. The timers were
programmed by adding a counter in the loop of the Arduino code where one passage
of the loop was approximately one second, meaning that the times stated above are all
approximates.

To permit the Raspberry Pi and the Arduinos to communicate via LoRa in a peer-to-
peer fashion (meaning to each other), they had to be configured with fitting software. Such
software allowed settings such as frequency and spreading factor to be established and
matched. The software allowed the Raspberry Pi to gather signals and the Arduinos to
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send signals at those specific settings. Dragino, the manufacturer of the LoRa/GPS HAT,
had produced such software for the Raspberry Pi [33]. The Dragino software, which was
written in the programming language C, was downloaded and modified to fit the purpose
of this paper. The new version was named LoRa and the most important modifications
involved setting the frequency to 868 MHz and modifying the function receivepacket() to
access the separate script Alarm once a signal was received. Alarm was a Python script
which was written for the Raspberry Pi. This script was accessed by LoRa whenever the
Raspberry Pi received a signal from an Arduino. The function of this script was to send
an email-notification to an address specified in the script.

Figure 5: Arduino MKR WAN
1300 series.

Figure 6: Raspberry Pi (B).

The testing of the two temperature monitoring sys-
tem were mainly performed using the sensor consisting
of a waterproof cord and inserting it into a cup of either
hot or cold water. By doing this it was possible to ob-
serve the temperature values through the serial monitor
in the Arduino IDE. When the time limit was exceeded,
the notification was sent to the central hub. However, to
ease the testing process, the time limits were usually set
to one minute instead of those used in the final system.

The device with the PIR sensor was placed into an
empty room. The functionality test was performed twice
and was initiated when the sensor was activated by en-
tering the room. The time limits were set to five and
ten minutes. After leaving the room and letting the time
limits exceed without entering it again; the notification
was sent to the central hub.

9



4. Results
The result was a set of three sensor-Arduino-systems and a central hub. Two of the
sensor-Arduino-systems measured temperature, but with different limits, and one detected
motion. Images of the connections for the three systems can be found below.

Figure 7: Temperature sensor consisting of a waterproof cord connected to Arduino. The
green wire is ground, the red wire is the power supply and the yellow wire is the data.
This set up was intended for monitoring kitchen temperature.

Figure 8: The smaller temperature sensor connected to Arduino. The green wire is ground,
the red wire is the power and the grey wire is the data. This set up was intended for
monitoring ambient room temperature.
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Figure 9: The picture shows the PIR-sensor connection with an Arduino. The PIR-sensor
is found on the left in the picture. The shining red lamp indicates that movement is
detected. The orange wire is the data from the sensor.

The final product was able to measure temperature and detect motion. If the times
and values exceeded the limits stated in the method, the Arduino messaged the Raspberry
Pi. In that case, an email was sent to an address stated in the Alarm script. The wireless
communication protocol between the Arduinos and the Raspberry Pi was LoRa. The
settings of both the Arduinos and the Raspberry Pi had the frequency 868 MHz and SF7.
The following flowchart in figure 4.4 shows the communication way in the final product.

Figure 10: Flowchart showing the resulting communication way.

To start the system, both the Arduinos and the Raspberry Pi had to be plugged into
a power source, such as a battery, a wall-outlet or a computer. Once the Arduinos had
power they automatically started their respective software and were thus able to gather
their sensor-information and send LoRa-signals. The code for each Arduino and its re-
spective sensor can be found in Appendix 1 through 3. In the case of the Raspberry Pi,
the lora program had to be manually launched through the Terminal. The commands for
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this can be seen in figure 4.5 .

Figure 11: Commands for launching the LoRa program from the Raspberry Pi terminal.

Once LoRa had been launched, it continued to run for as long as the Raspberry Pi
had power or until the program was terminated. The full code for LoRa can be viewed
in Appendix 5. If the Raspberry Pi received a LoRa signal from one of the Arduinos, the
program called the Python script Alarm, which in turn sent an email to the email address
which had been specified in the script. The code for Alarm can be found in Appendix
4. The pictures below depicts the notification that were sent when a limit was reached.
In this particular test, the temperature sensor in figure 3.2 was emerged in cold water
because it was too hard to maintain the room temperature just below the limit; which
was set to 15 ◦C. The code used was the one for ambient room temperature. Once the
time limit was exceeded, the Arduino sent a message containing the current temperature,
which the Raspberry Pi received. The reception of the message can be viewed in figure
4.6. This in turn lead to Alarm being executed and finally an email being sent. The email
can be seen in figure 4.7.

Figure 12: The terminal of the Raspberry Pi where a message, containing the current
temperature, has been received from an Arduino and the alarm script executed.
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Figure 13: The alarm notification, which is sent as an
email. The email contains the information of the limit
which was exceeded, in this case the temperature which,
at the time of the alarm, was 4.62 ◦C.

The email address specified
for the notification can be seen
in the figure to the left. The
email was structured so that
the name of the sensor, to-
gether with which limit has
been reached, was sent. In that
way, the function of each sensor
could be tested individually.
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The cost of the final pro-
totype was approximately 2600
Swedish Crowns (May 2019)
out of which;

• 1350 kr was for 3x Arduino MKR WAN 1300

• 400 kr for the Dragino LoRa/GPS Hat

• 400 kr for the Raspberry Pi 3 Model B

• 330 kr for the sensors

• 100 kr for minor components
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5. Discussion
The system can do what was intended, i.e. it can monitor a behaviour and indoor-
environmental parameters. Specifically, it monitors motion and temperature. The electri-
cal components and connections which were used for this can be observed in figures 7-9.
However, while the system reached the aim of the project, it is not always very precise.
This mainly concerns the timers in the Arduino loops. The counters which were used
as timers can be viewed as the most simple method and easiest to understand, but it is
not a very precise way of tracking time. As was stated earlier, each passage of the loop
was approximately one second. This is because the delay function of the loop. The delay
function temporarily stops the passage of the program for the number of milliseconds
stated, in this case 1000 milliseconds, which is equivalent with one second. However it
also takes some time for the Arduino to process the code in the loop, meaning that the
actual time is slightly longer than one second. This delay should not make a difference in
the case of this monitoring system, but there are other methods for getting very accurate
timers in an Arduino meaning that the timers can be improved.

The costs for sensors are negligible compared to the costs for the microcontrollers and
the main part of the price for the prototype was made up by the microcontrollers. Adding
sensors to the prototype to increase the complexity of the system (further discussed below)
will mean that more microcontrollers have to be used. The price will increase linearly
depending on the number of microcontrollers while the effect the sensors will have on the
total figure will remain negligible.

The original intention was for the system to notify divergences through a Skype call
and an sms message. However, due to lack of time these were not developed. Instead, the
notifying function was an email. The final communication way can be observed in figure
10 and compared to figure 1 which contain the original idea. Although email works as
a notification, the Skype call and sms message would probably be safer as the likelihood
of the receiver reading or noting it immediately is much higher. Therefore, the first step
in improving the system will be to implement these functions. If the other functions are
implemented, it would be possible for the receiver of the message to choose how they
would like the notifications received.

An important note is that the intention of this thesis never was to design a monitoring
system that specifically measures temperature and motion. The main part and challenge
of this thesis was to set up a communication procedure between a microcontroller and
a central hub1 using LoRa as the wireless communication protocol and to set up a noti-
fication program. The procedure of the central hub and an Arduino communicating, as
well as the notification process can be viewed in figures 11-13. With the communication
working, any type of sensor can be attached to the microcontroller and communicate
with the central hub via LoRa. In such a case, the communication process will look the
same as in figures 11-13, the only variation being the message which will depend on the
specific microcontroller and its sensor. The resulting prototype is therefore a good basis
for a more complex system. With this basis, the complexity of the surveillance system is
determined by the number and variety of sensors being used.

1In this case; Arduino and Raspberry Pi
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5.1 Ethical issues with surveillance

There have always existed ethical issues with surveillance systems. These issues mainly
regard the question of how to balance integrity and safety. The question is more often
discussed in the context of surveillance of society, such as surveillance systems in public
areas and on the internet. However, the question is also relevant for the surveillance
purpose of homecare. The Swedish National Council on Medical Ethics (SMER) released
a report in 2014 which discussed the ethical aspects of robotics and surveillance in elderly
care. A few examples which the report brings up are conflicts regarding the value of the
care and the surveillance as well as arguments for and against [4].

Conflicts regarding the value can for instance be that the caregivers interest in creating
an effective business where costs are reduced, while the user would like good medical care
but also for their need for social interactions to be satisfied. Surveillance systems might
make it even harder for these two conflicts to compromise. Nevertheless, arguments for
surveillance systems in the care for elderly state that such systems may increase the users
integrity and independence, increase quality of care, more effective care, decrease the risk
of the user hurting themselves and finally that family members can feel more comfortable
knowing the state of the user. There are of course also arguments against. These state that
surveillance systems would decrease the quality of the users life and is a major invasion
of their privacy and integrity. They also state that the quality of care might decrease and
that the users will not get enough social stimulus [4].

As with most ethical issues, there are no right and wrong answers. The conclusion
which SMER reached was that it is important to perform careful assessments in each
individual case. These assessments would investigate the potential users thought and
feeling regarding integrity and the like, and how surveillance would be useful. They also
concluded that ethical aspects of these new technologies must be discussed in parallel
with new research and development [4].

During the process of designing the prototype through this project, ethical issues were
not really discussed. Nevertheless, it is something which should be given more attention if
the system is actually to be installed in homes. However, the surveillance systems which
were discussed in the report by SMER mainly regarded surveillance with camera and GPS.
Such systems, especially camera, can be viewed as more intrusive than surveillance using
sensors. Therefore, ethical issues which arise through a sensor-based system might not
have the same gravity.

5.2 Alternative configurations

There are other technologies which could be useful for a surveillance system such as
this. Such technologies concerns both the wireless communication as well as the central
hub. For the wireless communication, other good alternatives to LoRa are ZigBee and
WiFi. While they have some downsides, especially regarding the range, both of these
are well established technologies and have existed longer than LoRa has. This means
that there is generally more information about them and components containing the
technologies are easier to find. Therefore, it might have been easier to design a system
with these technologies. However, the possibilities with LoRa are much greater, which is
why it was used instead. Nevertheless, most of the system would remain the same if the
communication method was substituted.

Google Home and Homey were also mentioned as alternatives, in this case an alter-
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native to the Raspberry Pi central hub. These types of systems would be good as they
can be controlled through voice commands. It could for example mean that the user
themselves could initiate the sending of an sms alarm or a Skype call, for example if they
have fallen and cannot get up by themselves. However, these systems would probably
work better with more established wireless communication protocols, such as ZigBee or
WiFi.

To make the system more secure an encryption has to be implemented. The LoRa
Network is secured with a 128-Bit AES key. Furthermore, using LoRa allows the user to
implement personal end-to-end security systems if the components are compatible with
that [34].

5.3 Further Developments

The device which was developed through this project was only a prototype of a complete
system. A completely developed system would need more sensors and monitor a wider
variety of parameters and behaviour. For example, the motion detection subsystem could
be expanded to track motion in a bigger area, such as throughout an entire home. That
could replace the function of noting if a specific room has been entered lately. Such a
system would require quite a large number of PIRs, or other sensors for motion detection.
It is quite possible that such a system could be used to detect falls by, for instance by
comparing motion at different heights and noting fast changes.

One of the reasons for why LoRa was chosen as the wireless communication protocol
was because it allows a bigger range of monitoring. WiFi and ZigBee are more common
in smart home applications, but the applications are locked in quite a small area, such
as inside a house. Therefore, with WiFi or ZigBee, it might not be possible to monitor
the patient if they decide leave the house, perhaps to take a walk in their garden or visit
their neighbour. The use of LoRa consequently allows for a wide spectrum of further
developments. Just a few possibilities are:

• Sensors in the patients shoes. These could either measure pressure to detect diver-
gences from walking and standing which could indicate a fall, or be some kind of
tracker to give information about the patients whereabouts. The latter would be
similar to the GPS SmartSole from TruSense [35].

• Camera and tracker in walking aids such as rollators or canes. This would allow the
user the freedom to move around the areas outside their home, while still permitting
caregiver to keep track of them. While video calls are not possible through LoRa
due to the high amount of data, snapshot images might still be possible. These
types of images could be taken at a certain time interval and would show where
they are, what they are doing and if something has happened, for example a fall.

• Wearable sensors such as accelerometers and gyrometers, which are often used for
fall detection, could be used to indicate a fall outside.

Another type of development which could be very useful is a logging system. Such
a system would save the data from the monitoring system and allow for later access.
Instead of home care services or family members only getting alerted when something
has happened, they could also view the information at a later time. This would allow for
a deeper analysis of the patient’s parameters and behaviour. Firstly, it would allow the
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caregivers to detect patterns in the behaviour of that specific patient. By understanding
the patterns and normal behaviours related to a specific patient, it would be possible
to refine the system and set limits which fit better to each individual user. Secondly,
it would be possible to notice changes over a longer period of time. It is usually very
hard to remember exactly how things were a year ago and by storing the data from the
monitoring system it would be possible to observe how it was and compare it to how things
are. Diseases such as Alzheimers develop slowly, usually over a period of four to ten years
or longer [36], and these types of comparisons could be very useful for understanding the
development of symptoms. This type of logging system would be the most effective if it is
located on the internet so that everyone involved, such as family, home care services and
health care services, can access it. However, in such a case it has to be password protected
to guarantee the safety and integrity of the patient. If such a database is established, the
Raspberry Pi is able to upload the information.

If the combination of more sensors and functions of the surveillance system is realized,
alongside a logging system, there could also be many possibilities for machine learning
and artificial intelligence. These types of systems could be able to analyze a much larger
amount of data and draw conclusions from the combination of all data. That is different
from the current system which draws conclusions from only one type of data, such as
temperature or motion in specific areas. An artificial intelligence would also be able to
learn the behavioural patterns associated with specific individuals and adapt the decisions
accordingly. A practical example is that the current system sends an alarm notification
if the user has not been in the bathroom for a specified amount of time. The artificial
intelligence would know the normal patterns for visiting the bathroom, while also being
able to detect motion and other parameters elsewhere. By adding these up the AI-system
would be able to tell if it is a divergence which requires attention or if everything probably
is fine. This would result in a much better, safer and efficient system. However, such a
system would be very extensive in the way that it needs much more input (many more
sensors) and exceptionally more complicated code.

One thing which has to be considered when evolving the system is the amount of data
being transmitted using LoRa as the wireless communication protocol. As mentioned
earlier, the amount of data for the prototype is quite small. However, the more sensors
used, the more information will be sent and the amount of data will increase rapidly.
Data compression might therefore be necessary, however, this is a very extensive field in
technology and exceeds the scope of this thesis.
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6. Conclusion
A surveillance system was built using components which were easily accessible through
online electronic stores. The device is based on two microcontrollers namely, Arduino and
Raspberry Pi. The system monitors motion and temperature, communicates through the
wireless protocol LoRa and then notifies selected individuals through email, if limits are
exceeded. There are many possibilities for further developments, ranging from adding
more sensors and functions to a data-logging system to finally an AI based system.
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Appendix 1: Ambient Room Temperature Code

#include <SPI.h>
#include <LoRa.h>
#include <OneWire.h>
#include <DallasTemperature.h>

// Data wire is conntected to the 
Arduino digital pin 2
#define ONE_WIRE_BUS 2
// Setup a oneWire instance to 
communicate with any OneWire devices
OneWire oneWire(ONE_WIRE_BUS);
// Pass our oneWire reference to Dallas 
Temperature sensor
DallasTemperature sensors(&oneWire);

bool hasSentAlarm = false; // Variable 
to ensure the alarm doesnt get sent 
multiple times
char lora_string[] = "XLoRa_83H6";
int myTime = 0; // Variable for 
timing/counting the number of loops

void setup() {
  Serial.begin(9600);
  sensors.begin();

  while (!Serial);

1



  Serial.println("LoRa Sender");

  if (!LoRa.begin(868E6)) {
    Serial.println("Starting LoRa failed!
");
    while (1);
  }
}

void loop() {
  sensors.requestTemperatures();
  float temp = sensors.
getTempCByIndex(0);
  Serial.print("Celsius temperature: ");
  Serial.println(sensors.
getTempCByIndex(0));

  if (temp <= 15) { // <= 15
    myTime++;
    if (myTime >= 300) { //300
      if (!hasSentAlarm) {
        Serial.println("Sending packet");
        // send packet XLoRa_83H6
        LoRa.beginPacket();
        LoRa.print((String)lora_string + 
" has room temperature " + temp);

2



        LoRa.endPacket();
        myTime = 0;
        hasSentAlarm = true;
      }
    }
  }
  else {
    myTime = 0;
    hasSentAlarm = false;
  }
  delay(1000);
}
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Appendix 2: Kitchen Stove Temperature Code
#include <SPI.h>
#include <LoRa.h>
#include <OneWire.h>
#include <DallasTemperature.h>

// Data wire is conntected to the Arduino digital pin 2
#define ONE_WIRE_BUS 2
// Setup a oneWire instance to communicate with any 
OneWire devices
OneWire oneWire(ONE_WIRE_BUS);
// Pass our oneWire reference to Dallas Temperature 
sensor
DallasTemperature sensors(&oneWire);

int noalarm = 0;
bool hasSentAlarm = false; // Variable to ensure the 
alarm doesnt get sent multiple times
char lora_string[] = "XLoRa_83H6";
int myTime = 0; // Variable for timing/counting the 
number of loops

void setup() {
  Serial.begin(9600);
  sensors.begin();

  while (!Serial);

  Serial.println("LoRa Sender");

1



  if (!LoRa.begin(868E6)) {
    Serial.println("Starting LoRa failed!");
    while (1);
  }
}

void loop() {
  // Call sensors.requestTemperatures() to issue a 
global temperature and Requests to all devices on the 
bus
  sensors.requestTemperatures();
  float temp = sensors.getTempCByIndex(0);
  Serial.print("Celsius temperature: ");
  // Why "byIndex"? You can have more than one IC on 
the same bus. 0 refers to the first IC on the wire
  Serial.println(sensors.getTempCByIndex(0));

  if (temp >= 45) { 
    myTime++;
    if (temp >= 100 && myTime >= 60) {
      if (!hasSentAlarm) {
        Serial.println("Sending packet");
        // send packet XLoRa_83H6
        LoRa.beginPacket();
        LoRa.print((String)lora_string + " has kitchen 
temperature " + temp);
        LoRa.endPacket();
        counter++;

2



        myTime = 0;
        hasSentAlarm = true;
      }
    }
    else if (myTime >= 1200) {
      if (!hasSentAlarm) {
        Serial.println("Sending packet");
        // send packet XLoRa_83H6
        LoRa.beginPacket();
        LoRa.print((String)lora_string + " has kitchen 
temperature " + temp);
        LoRa.endPacket();
        counter++;
        myTime = 0;
        hasSentAlarm = true;
      }
    }
  }
  else {
      hasSentAlarm = false;
      myTime = 0;
    }
  delay (1000);
}
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Appendix 3: Motion Detection Code
#include <SPI.h>
#include <LoRa.h>

int sensor = 7 ;              // the pin that the 
sensor is atteched to
int state = LOW;             // by default, no motion 
detected
int val = 0;                 // variable to store the 
sensor status. High means motion 
char lora_string[] = "XLoRa_83H6";
int myTime = 0;                   // Count loops

void setup() {
  Serial.begin(9600);
  pinMode(sensor, INPUT);    // initialize sensor as an 
input

  while (!Serial);

  Serial.println("LoRa Sender");

  if (!LoRa.begin(868E6)) {
    Serial.println("Starting LoRa failed!");
    while (1);
  }
}

void loop() {
  val = digitalRead(sensor);   // read sensor value

  if (val == HIGH) {           // check if the sensor 
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Appendix 4: Alarm Code

import serial
import smtplib
import sys
from email.mime.multipart import MIMEMultipart
from email.mime.text import MIMEText

msg = MIMEMultipart()
msg['from'] = "raspberryarduino@kthlora.info"
msg['to'] = "sofia.kth.lora@gmail.com"
msg['subject'] = "Alarm"

msgtext = "alarm har skapats\n" + ' '.join(sys.argv[1:])

msg.attach(MIMEText(msgtext, 'plain'))

def sendmail():
  server = smtplib.SMTP('82.96.43.17','2500')
  server.set_debuglevel(0)
  server.sendmail("raspberryarduino@nixus.info", 
"micael@nixus.info", msg.as_string())
  server.quit()

sendmail()
sys.exit()

1
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Appendix 5: LoRa Code

/*******************************************************************************
 *
 * Copyright (c) 2018 Dragino
 *
 * http://www.dragino.com
 *
 *******************************************************************************/

#include <string>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <sys/types.h>
#include <sys/socket.h>
#include <arpa/inet.h>
#include <string.h>
#include <sys/time.h>
#include <signal.h>
#include <stdlib.h>

#include <sys/ioctl.h>

#include <wiringPi.h>
#include <wiringPiSPI.h>

#include <unistd.h>

// #############################################
// #############################################

#define REG_FIFO                    0x00
#define REG_OPMODE                  0x01
#define REG_FIFO_ADDR_PTR           0x0D
#define REG_FIFO_TX_BASE_AD         0x0E
#define REG_FIFO_RX_BASE_AD         0x0F
#define REG_RX_NB_BYTES             0x13
#define REG_FIFO_RX_CURRENT_ADDR    0x10
#define REG_IRQ_FLAGS               0x12
#define REG_DIO_MAPPING_1           0x40
#define REG_DIO_MAPPING_2           0x41
#define REG_MODEM_CONFIG            0x1D
#define REG_MODEM_CONFIG2           0x1E
#define REG_MODEM_CONFIG3           0x26

  #define REG_SYMB_TIMEOUT_LSB  0x1F
   #define REG_PKT_SNR_VALUE 0x19

#define REG_PAYLOAD_LENGTH          0x22
#define REG_IRQ_FLAGS_MASK          0x11

  #define REG_MAX_PAYLOAD_LENGTH 0x23
#define REG_HOP_PERIOD              0x24

    #define REG_SYNC_WORD 0x39
     #define REG_VERSION   0x42
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#define PAYLOAD_LENGTH              0x40

// LOW NOISE AMPLIFIER
#define REG_LNA                     0x0C
#define LNA_MAX_GAIN                0x23
#define LNA_OFF_GAIN                0x00

   #define LNA_LOW_GAIN     0x20

#define RegDioMapping1                             0x40 // common
#define RegDioMapping2                             0x41 // common

#define RegPaConfig                                0x09 // common
#define RegPaRamp                                  0x0A // common
#define RegPaDac                                   0x5A // common

#define SX72_MC2_FSK                0x00
#define SX72_MC2_SF7                0x70
#define SX72_MC2_SF8                0x80
#define SX72_MC2_SF9                0x90
#define SX72_MC2_SF10               0xA0
#define SX72_MC2_SF11               0xB0
#define SX72_MC2_SF12               0xC0

#define SX72_MC1_LOW_DATA_RATE_OPTIMIZE  0x01 // mandated for SF11 and SF12

// sx1276 RegModemConfig1
#define SX1276_MC1_BW_125                0x70
#define SX1276_MC1_BW_250                0x80
#define SX1276_MC1_BW_500                0x90
#define SX1276_MC1_CR_4_5            0x02
#define SX1276_MC1_CR_4_6            0x04
#define SX1276_MC1_CR_4_7            0x06
#define SX1276_MC1_CR_4_8            0x08

#define SX1276_MC1_IMPLICIT_HEADER_MODE_ON    0x01

// sx1276 RegModemConfig2
#define SX1276_MC2_RX_PAYLOAD_CRCON        0x04

// sx1276 RegModemConfig3
#define SX1276_MC3_LOW_DATA_RATE_OPTIMIZE  0x08
#define SX1276_MC3_AGCAUTO                 0x04

// preamble for lora networks (nibbles swapped)
#define LORA_MAC_PREAMBLE                  0x34

#define RXLORA_RXMODE_RSSI_REG_MODEM_CONFIG1 0x0A
#ifdef LMIC_SX1276
#define RXLORA_RXMODE_RSSI_REG_MODEM_CONFIG2 0x70
#elif LMIC_SX1272
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#define RXLORA_RXMODE_RSSI_REG_MODEM_CONFIG2 0x74
#endif

// FRF
#define        REG_FRF_MSB              0x06
#define        REG_FRF_MID              0x07
#define        REG_FRF_LSB              0x08

#define        FRF_MSB                  0xD9 // 868.1 Mhz
#define        FRF_MID                  0x06
#define        FRF_LSB                  0x66

// ----------------------------------------
// Constants for radio registers
#define OPMODE_LORA      0x80
#define OPMODE_MASK      0x07
#define OPMODE_SLEEP     0x00
#define OPMODE_STANDBY   0x01
#define OPMODE_FSTX      0x02
#define OPMODE_TX        0x03
#define OPMODE_FSRX      0x04
#define OPMODE_RX        0x05
#define OPMODE_RX_SINGLE 0x06
#define OPMODE_CAD       0x07

// ----------------------------------------
// Bits masking the corresponding IRQs from the radio
#define IRQ_LORA_RXTOUT_MASK 0x80
#define IRQ_LORA_RXDONE_MASK 0x40
#define IRQ_LORA_CRCERR_MASK 0x20
#define IRQ_LORA_HEADER_MASK 0x10
#define IRQ_LORA_TXDONE_MASK 0x08
#define IRQ_LORA_CDDONE_MASK 0x04
#define IRQ_LORA_FHSSCH_MASK 0x02
#define IRQ_LORA_CDDETD_MASK 0x01

// DIO function mappings                D0D1D2D3
#define MAP_DIO0_LORA_RXDONE   0x00  // 00------
#define MAP_DIO0_LORA_TXDONE   0x40  // 01------
#define MAP_DIO1_LORA_RXTOUT   0x00  // --00----
#define MAP_DIO1_LORA_NOP      0x30  // --11----
#define MAP_DIO2_LORA_NOP      0xC0  // ----11--

// #############################################
// #############################################
//
typedef bool boolean;
typedef unsigned char byte;

static const int CHANNEL = 0;
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char message[256];

bool sx1272 = true;

byte receivedbytes;

enum sf_t { SF7=7, SF8, SF9, SF10, SF11, SF12 };

/*******************************************************************************
 *
 * Configure these values!
 *
 *******************************************************************************/

// SX1272 - Raspberry connections
int ssPin = 6;
int dio0  = 7;
int RST   = 0;

// Set spreading factor (SF7 - SF12)
sf_t sf = SF7;

// Set center frequency
uint32_t  freq = 868000000; // in Mhz! (868.1)

byte hello[32] = "HELLO";

char pythonmessage[256];

void die(const char *s)
{
    perror(s);
    exit(1);
}

void selectreceiver()
{
    digitalWrite(ssPin, LOW);
}

void unselectreceiver()
{
    digitalWrite(ssPin, HIGH);
}

byte readReg(byte addr)
{
    unsigned char spibuf[2];
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    selectreceiver();
    spibuf[0] = addr & 0x7F;
    spibuf[1] = 0x00;
    wiringPiSPIDataRW(CHANNEL, spibuf, 2);
    unselectreceiver();

    return spibuf[1];
}

void writeReg(byte addr, byte value)
{
    unsigned char spibuf[2];

    spibuf[0] = addr | 0x80;
    spibuf[1] = value;
    selectreceiver();
    wiringPiSPIDataRW(CHANNEL, spibuf, 2);

    unselectreceiver();
}

static void opmode (uint8_t mode) {
    writeReg(REG_OPMODE, (readReg(REG_OPMODE) & ~OPMODE_MASK) | mode);
}

static void opmodeLora() {
    uint8_t u = OPMODE_LORA;
    if (sx1272 == false)
        u |= 0x8;   // TBD: sx1276 high freq
    writeReg(REG_OPMODE, u);
}

void SetupLoRa()
{
    
    digitalWrite(RST, HIGH);
    delay(100);
    digitalWrite(RST, LOW);
    delay(100);

    byte version = readReg(REG_VERSION);

    if (version == 0x22) {
        // sx1272
        printf("SX1272 detected, starting.\n");
        sx1272 = true;
    } else {
        // sx1276?
        digitalWrite(RST, LOW);
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        delay(100);
        digitalWrite(RST, HIGH);
        delay(100);
        version = readReg(REG_VERSION);
        if (version == 0x12) {
            // sx1276
            printf("SX1276 detected, starting.\n");
            sx1272 = false;
        } else {
            printf("Unrecognized transceiver.\n");
            //printf("Version: 0x%x\n",version);
            exit(1);
        }
    }

    opmode(OPMODE_SLEEP);

    // set frequency
    uint64_t frf = ((uint64_t)freq << 19) / 32000000;
    writeReg(REG_FRF_MSB, (uint8_t)(frf>>16) );
    writeReg(REG_FRF_MID, (uint8_t)(frf>> 8) );
    writeReg(REG_FRF_LSB, (uint8_t)(frf>> 0) );

    writeReg(REG_SYNC_WORD, 0x34); // LoRaWAN public sync word

    if (sx1272) {
        if (sf == SF11 || sf == SF12) {
            writeReg(REG_MODEM_CONFIG,0x0B);
        } else {
            writeReg(REG_MODEM_CONFIG,0x0A);
        }
        writeReg(REG_MODEM_CONFIG2,(sf<<4) | 0x04);
    } else {
        if (sf == SF11 || sf == SF12) {
            writeReg(REG_MODEM_CONFIG3,0x0C);
        } else {
            writeReg(REG_MODEM_CONFIG3,0x04);
        }
        writeReg(REG_MODEM_CONFIG,0x72);
        writeReg(REG_MODEM_CONFIG2,(sf<<4) | 0x04);
    }

    if (sf == SF10 || sf == SF11 || sf == SF12) {
        writeReg(REG_SYMB_TIMEOUT_LSB,0x05);
    } else {
        writeReg(REG_SYMB_TIMEOUT_LSB,0x08);
    }
    writeReg(REG_MAX_PAYLOAD_LENGTH,0x80);
    writeReg(REG_PAYLOAD_LENGTH,PAYLOAD_LENGTH);
    writeReg(REG_HOP_PERIOD,0xFF);
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    writeReg(REG_FIFO_ADDR_PTR, readReg(REG_FIFO_RX_BASE_AD));

    writeReg(REG_LNA, LNA_MAX_GAIN);

}

boolean receive(char *payload) {
    // clear rxDone
    writeReg(REG_IRQ_FLAGS, 0x40);

    int irqflags = readReg(REG_IRQ_FLAGS);

    //  payload crc: 0x20
    if((irqflags & 0x20) == 0x20)
    {
        printf("CRC error\n");
        writeReg(REG_IRQ_FLAGS, 0x20);
        return false;
    } else {

        byte currentAddr = readReg(REG_FIFO_RX_CURRENT_ADDR);
        byte receivedCount = readReg(REG_RX_NB_BYTES);
        receivedbytes = receivedCount;

        writeReg(REG_FIFO_ADDR_PTR, currentAddr);

        for(int i = 0; i < receivedCount; i++)
        {
            payload[i] = (char)readReg(REG_FIFO);
        }
    }
    return true;
}

void receivepacket() {

    long int SNR;
    int rssicorr;

    if(digitalRead(dio0) == 1)
    {
        if(receive(message)) {
            byte value = readReg(REG_PKT_SNR_VALUE);
            if( value & 0x80 ) // The SNR sign bit is 1
            {
                // Invert and divide by 4
                value = ( ( ~value + 1 ) & 0xFF ) >> 2;
                SNR = -value;
            }
            else
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            {
                // Divide by 4
                SNR = ( value & 0xFF ) >> 2;
            }
            
            if (sx1272) {
                rssicorr = 139;
            } else {
                rssicorr = 157;
            }

            //printf("Packet RSSI: %d, ", readReg(0x1A)-rssicorr);
            //printf("RSSI: %d, ", readReg(0x1B)-rssicorr);
            //printf("SNR: %li, ", SNR);
            //printf("Length: %i", (int)receivedbytes);
            //printf("\n");
            //printf("Payload: %s\n", message);
            char dest[256];
            strncpy(dest, message, 10);
            dest[10] = 0;
            if (strcmp(dest, "XLoRa_83H6") == 0) {
                if( access( "alarm.py", F_OK|X_OK ) != -1) {
                    strcpy(pythonmessage,message);
                    printf("Got message: %s\n", message);
                    printf("Executing alarm.py\n\n");
                    //execlp("python", "python", "alarm.py", message, (char*) 
NULL);
                    char command[1000];
                    strcpy(command, "python alarm.py ");
                    strcat(command, message); 
                    system(command);
               }else{
                    printf("No alarm.py present...\n\n");
               }
            }

        } // received a message

    } // dio0=1
}

static void configPower (int8_t pw) {
    if (sx1272 == false) {
        // no boost used for now
        if(pw >= 17) {
            pw = 15;
        } else if(pw < 2) {
            pw = 2;
        }
        // check board type for BOOST pin
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        writeReg(RegPaConfig, (uint8_t)(0x80|(pw&0xf)));
        writeReg(RegPaDac, readReg(RegPaDac)|0x4);

    } else {
        // set PA config (2-17 dBm using PA_BOOST)
        if(pw > 17) {
            pw = 17;
        } else if(pw < 2) {
            pw = 2;
        }
        writeReg(RegPaConfig, (uint8_t)(0x80|(pw-2)));
    }
}

static void writeBuf(byte addr, byte *value, byte len) {                           
                           
    unsigned char spibuf[256];                                                     
                    
    spibuf[0] = addr | 0x80;                                                       
                    
    for (int i = 0; i < len; i++) {                                                
                        
        spibuf[i + 1] = value[i];                                                  
                    
    }                                                                              
                    
    selectreceiver();                                                              
                    
    wiringPiSPIDataRW(CHANNEL, spibuf, len + 1);                                   
                    
    unselectreceiver();                                                            
                    
}

void txlora(byte *frame, byte datalen) {

    // set the IRQ mapping DIO0=TxDone DIO1=NOP DIO2=NOP
    writeReg(RegDioMapping1, 
MAP_DIO0_LORA_TXDONE|MAP_DIO1_LORA_NOP|MAP_DIO2_LORA_NOP);
    // clear all radio IRQ flags
    writeReg(REG_IRQ_FLAGS, 0xFF);
    // mask all IRQs but TxDone
    writeReg(REG_IRQ_FLAGS_MASK, ~IRQ_LORA_TXDONE_MASK);

    // initialize the payload size and address pointers
    writeReg(REG_FIFO_TX_BASE_AD, 0x00);
    writeReg(REG_FIFO_ADDR_PTR, 0x00);
    writeReg(REG_PAYLOAD_LENGTH, datalen);
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    // download buffer to the radio FIFO
    writeBuf(REG_FIFO, frame, datalen);
    // now we actually start the transmission
    opmode(OPMODE_TX);

    printf("send: %s\n", frame);
}

int main (int argc, char *argv[]) {

    //if (argc < 2) {
    //    printf ("Usage: argv[0] sender|rec [message]\n");
    //    exit(1);
    //}

    wiringPiSetup () ;
    pinMode(ssPin, OUTPUT);
    pinMode(dio0, INPUT);
    pinMode(RST, OUTPUT);

    wiringPiSPISetup(CHANNEL, 500000);

    SetupLoRa();

    //if (!strcmp("sender", argv[1])) {
    //    opmodeLora();
    //    // enter standby mode (required for FIFO loading))
    //    opmode(OPMODE_STANDBY);
    //
    //    writeReg(RegPaRamp, (readReg(RegPaRamp) & 0xF0) | 0x08); // set PA 
ramp-up time 50 uSec
    //
    //    configPower(23);
    //
    //    printf("Send packets at SF%i on %.6lf Mhz.\n", sf,(double)freq/1000000);
    //    printf("------------------\n");
    //
    //    if (argc > 2)
    //        strncpy((char *)hello, argv[2], sizeof(hello));
    //
    //    while(1) {
    //        txlora(hello, strlen((char *)hello));
    //        delay(5000);
    //    }
    //} else {

        // radio init
        opmodeLora();
        opmode(OPMODE_STANDBY);
        opmode(OPMODE_RX);
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        printf("Listening at SF%i on %.6lf Mhz.\n", sf,(double)freq/1000000);
        printf("------------------\n");
        while(1) {
            receivepacket(); 
            delay(1);
        }

    //}

    return (0);
}
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